NCAA DIVISION I COMMITTEE ON INSTITUTIONAL PERFORMANCE

IPP DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

THE WEB-BASED TOOL INCLUDES FOUR SECTIONS. IN EACH YOU CAN:

}Analyze data to
identify systemic
issues that lead to
APR improvement
plans.
}Compare initialeligibility data to
graduation outcome
data to determine if
appropriate support
is provided.
}Review trending
team data to
determine if other
questions need
to be asked or
if intervention is
suggested.

}View the data
of students and
student-athletes
at your institution
and compare their
characteristics
with those at peer
institutions.
}View how your
student-athletes
compare with
your entire
undergraduate
population in regard
to gender and
reported ethnicity/
racial groups.
}Compare sports
sponsorship with
other peer
institutions.

}See breakdown
of assistant and
head coaches and
administrators
by gender, sport
and race/ethnicity
and compare their
characteristics
with peer groups,
including your
subdivision and
conference.

}View how the
revenue vs. expense
comparison is
trending.
}Research
compensation
data for head and
assistant coaches
and administrators
to compare against
peer groups.
}Better understand
the expense
implications of
adding a sport(s)
to your athletics
program offerings.
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}Review current and
trending GPA data
for all sports teams,
including trends
by gender, race/
ethnicity and sport.
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FAQ
What is the IPP data
management system?
} The IPP data management
system consolidates data
currently being submitted by
Division I institutions into a
more user-friendly format
with reporting functionality.
} IPP provides leaders
better visibility into their
institutional data.
} The goal: to facilitate betterinformed decisions and
strategic planning on campus.

How can IPP help me?

STUDENTS: View the data of your student-athletes and compare their characteristics with those at peer institutions;
view how your student-athletes compare with your entire undergraduate population in regard to gender and reported
ethnicity/racial groups; compare sports sponsorship with peer institutions.
LEADERSHIP: See breakdown of assistant and head coaches and administrators by gender, sport and race/ethnicity
and compare their characteristics with peer groups, including your subdivision and conference.
FINANCIAL: View how revenue vs. expense comparison is trending; research compensation data for head and
assistant coaches and administrators to compare against peer groups; and better understand the expense
implications of adding a sport(s) to your athletics program.

Why should I use IPP?
} No extra work on your end. The data you annually submit to the NCAA is already in the system.
} Secured, powerful platform provides information you can rely on.
} Peer comparison feature lets you compare your school, privately, in all data categories to existing peers
(for example, conference, subdivision, all Division I) and to other peer groups of your own choosing.
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ACADEMICS: Review GPA data for all sports teams, including trends by gender, race/ethnicity and sport;
review initial-eligibility data compared to graduation data to determine if appropriate support is provided;
review trending team data to determine if other questions need to be asked or if intervention is suggested.

